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Gay Pig Fucker Saves The Day
Apparently the hares JC & Murkury, like yoked oxen, became so confused trying to add
a third hare that Gay Pig Fucker finally had to step in saying he could replace Philthy
Pisshead (3rd hare on Hareline), who was apparently already a replacement for Bluey!
And so started our day and thank you GPF.
We laagered at Paper's house (formerly JC's house) and the
hares gave us the more considerate out-trail having a gentle
upgrade allowing a bit of warming up before hitting the first
climb. The only other choice from this laager is an
immediate steep out-trail. This may have been the influence
of GPF. Anyway soon conversations began dropping off
relative to the grade's increasing steepness until only heavy
breathing and scraping of gravel prevailed. All runs from
this laager are a bitch and today was right on target for being that. However, along the
upper reaches of the several hills we climbed we were treated to amazing views out over
Phuket and since we spun in serpentine trails it was fun trying to ID what part of the
island you were looking at. Often it's those walking the run who actually get to see the
great views because the odds are high that any runner sneaking a peak will immediately
trip over a root, stump, step in a hole, get caught in a vine or fall on a rock.
Invisible Man claimed we had 2 virgins today but because he could only produce one he
was invited to drink the second set of beers instead, and took the welcoming ice bath as
well. What a guy.

When the hashers wearing a shirt showing their name were called in Gorgeous, aka
Gorgous, also came in but on the back it was very clearly printed No Cup! Hash Horn
Bunneken Pis was called in and credited for having blown a good run while Runmaster
Manneken Pis grinned, quietly bragging he had given her the horn so she'd have to do
the run because he thought it was time for her to loose a bit of weight. No sex tonight!
Today's steward Go Go Trump gave the circle a brilliant
spot totally forgetting she'd iced Always Wet, who
eventually went numb in the butt and began turning
around on the ice, watching the show and smiling—she
was there a long, long time! GGT announced she was
walking over toward Bobby Suks while asking how to tell
a blind man at a nudist beach? “It's not hard!” she laughed
and was off on a run, even giving us a competition
between seldom-seen-in-the-circle performers racing to
see who could suck all the beer out of an ice-cube tray first
—using a straw, on their knees, with their hands behind
their back. Scammer, fitting his name, somehow came in first but all the others suckers
finally got their job done as well. GGT called in Lucky Lek citing true history that she
always returns from America bring him special underwear before handing him baby-size
panties because he'd lost so much weight during is time in the temple. He couldn't get
them over his shoes but they did fit as a kind of hat. Great spot Go Go Trump!!

Hawaiian Ho was was stripped shirtless by Bunneken Pis and
Jiggly Jugs then fitted into his 444 Run shirt. JJ got the circle
chanting in support for her to drop HH's shorts while his hands
were stuck over his head but thankfully spared us what would
have most certainly been disgusting!
Hash names were awarded, departers
sent off to FOYC, Good Run called and
the circle closed.
ON ON, Scribe, Fungus (more pics)

